In this paper, we employ Probabilistic Neural Net-proposed a modified dynamic programming algorithm for leaf work (PNN) with image and data processing techniques to shape matching [19]. Ye et al. compared the similarity between implement a general purpose automated leaf recognition for plant features to classify plants [2]. classification. 12 leaf features are extracted and orthogonalized into 5 principal variables which consist the input vector of the Many approaches above employ k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) PNN. The PNN is trained by 1800 leaves to classify 32 kinds of classifier [1] [17] [18] while some papers adopted Artificial plants with an accuracy greater than 90%. Compared with other Neural Network (ANN). Saitoh et al. combined flower and approaches, our algorithm is an accurate artificial intelligence leaf information to classify wild flowers [20]. Heymans et al. approach which is fast in execution and easy in implementation. proposed an application of ANN to classify opuntia species [21]. Du et al. introduced shape recognition based on radial
Index Terms-Probabilstic atwor basis probabilistic neural network which is trained by orthogotion, leaf recognition, plant classification nal least square algorithm (OLSA) and optimized by recursive OLSA [22] . It performs plant recognition through modified Fourier descriptors of leaf shape.
Plants exist everywhere we live, as well as places without Previous work have some disadvantages. Some are only us. Many of them carry significant information for the develapplicable to certain species [3] [16] [21] . As expert system, opment of human society. The urgent situation is that many some methods compare the similarity between features [2] [8] . plants are at the risk of extinction. So it is very necessary to It requires pre-process work of human to enter keys manually. set up a database for plant protection [1] [2] [3] [4] . We believe that This problem also happens on methods extracting features the first step is to teach a computer how to classify plants. used by botanists [7] [16].
Compared with other methods, such as cell and molecule biology methods, classification based on leaf image is the Among all approaches, ANN has the fastest speed and first choice for leaf plant classification. Sampling leaves and accuracy for classification work. [22] indicates that ANN photoing them are low-cost and convenient. One can easily classiier (M=l , 4 RBN and RBPNN)iru fater transfer the leaf image to a computer and a computer can ANN c ksfe 4)vandM o h y p classifier' hil extract features automatically in image processing techniques. aNN assfes advanceothe Some systems employ descriptions used by botanists [5] _ paper adopts an ANN approach [8] . But it is not easy to extract and transfer those features to This paper implements a leaf recognition algorithm using a computer automatically. This paper tries to prevent human easy-to-extract features and high efficient recognition algointerference in feature extraction. rithm. Our main improvements are on feature extraction and It is also a long discussed topic on how to extract or measure the classifier. All features are extracted from digital leaf image. leaf features [9]- [15] . That makes the application of pattern Except one feature, all features can be extracted automatically. recognition in this field a new challenge [1] [16]. According 12 features are orthogonalized by Principal Components Analto [1] , data acquisition from living plant automatically by the ysis (PCA) [23] . As to the classifier, we use PNN [24] for its computer has not been implemented.
fast speed and simple structure. The whole algorithm is easy-Several other approaches used their pre-defined features. to-implement, using common approaches.
Miao et at. proposed an evidence-theory-based rose classifica-
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II tion [3] based on many features of roses. Cu et at. tried leaf discusses image pre-processing. Sec. III introduces how 12 recognition using skeleton segmentation by wavelet transform leaf features are extracted. PCA and PNN are discussed in and Gaussian interpolation [17] . Wang et at. used a moving Sec. IV. Experimental results are given in Sec. V. Future work median center (MMC) hypersphere classifier [18] . Similar on improving our algorithm is mentioned in Sec. VI. Sec. VII method was proposed by Du et at. [1] . Their another paper concludes this paper. Fig. 3 . To make boundary as a black curve on white background, the "0" "1" value of pixels is swapped.
II. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING

A. Converting RGB image to binary image
The leaf image is acquired by scanners or digital cameras. RGBtograysle grayscale to binary Since we have not found any digitizing device to save the smoothing image in a lossless compression format, the image format here is JPEG. All leaf images are in 800 x 600 resolution. There is no restriction on the direction of leaves when photoing.
filtering in W Laplacian filter An RGB image is firstly converted into a grayscale image. Eq. 1 is the formula used to convert RGB value of a pixel into its grayscale value. Fig. 3 . A pre-processing example gray=0.2989*R+0.5870*G+0.1140*B (1) where R, G, B correspond to the color of the pixel, respec-III. FEATURE EXTRACTION tively.
In this paper, 12 commonly used digital morphological The level to convert grayscale into binary image is deterfeatures (DMFs), derived from 5 basic features, are extracted mined according to the RGB histogram. We accumulate the so that a computer can obtain feature values quickly and pixel values to color R, G, B respectively for 3000 leaves automatically (only one exception). and divide them by 3000, the number of leaves. The average histogram to RGB of 3000 leaf images is shown as Fig. 2 There are two peaks in every color's histogram. The left Since the coordinates of pixels are discrete, we consider two peak refers to pixels consisting the leaf while the right peak lines are orthogonal if their degree is 900 i 0.50. refers to pixels consisting the white background. The lowest The relationship between physiological length and physiopoint between two peaks is around the value 242 on the logical width is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Av1, Av2, Av3 and Av4 respectively. Then we obtain the last 5 features: Av1/A, Av2/A, Av3/A, Av4/A, Av4/Av1. Now we have finished the step of feature acquisition and go on to the data analysis section. An artificial neural network (ANN) is an interconnected 1) Smooth factor: We use the effect of noises to image group of artificial neurons simulating the thinking process of area to describe the smoothness of leaf image. In this paper, human brain. One can consider an ANN as a "magical" black smooth factor is defined as the ratio between area of leaf image box trained to achieve expected intelligent process, against the smoothed by 5 x 5 rectangular averaging filter and the one input and output information stream. Thus, there is no need smoothed by 2 x 2 rectangular averaging filter.
for a specified algorithm on how to identify different plants. 2) Aspect ratio: The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio PNN is derived from Radial Basis Function (RBF) Network of physiological length Lp to physiological width Wp, thus which is an ANN using RBF. RBF is a bell shape function Lp/Wp. that scales the variable nonlinearly.
3) Form factor: This feature is used to describe the differ-PNN is adopted for it has many advantages [26] . Its training ence between a leaf and a circle. It is defined as 47A/P2, speed is many times faster than a BP network. PNN can where A is the leaf area and P is the perimeter of the leaf approach a Bayes optimal result under certain easily met margin. conditions [24] . Additionally, it is robust to noise examples. 4) Rectangularity: Rectangularity describes the similarity We choose it also for its simple structure and training manner. assigned. Existing weights will never be alternated but only 5) Narrow factor: Narrow factor is defined as the ratio of new vectors are inserted into weight matrices when training. the diameter D and physiological length Lp, thus D/Lp. So it can be used in real-time. Since the training and running 6) Perimeter ratio of diameter: Ratio of perimeter to di-procedure can be implemented by matrix manipulation, the ameter, representing the ratio of leaf perimeter P and leaf speed of PNN is very fast. diameter D, is calculated by P/D.
The network classfies input vector into a specific class 7) Perimeter ratio ofphysiological length andphysiological because that class has the maximum probability to be correct.
width. This feature is defined as the ratio of leaf perimeter In this paper, the PNN has three layers: the Input layer, P and the sum of physiological length Lp and physiological Radial Basis Layer and the Competitive Layer. Radial Basis width Wp, thus P/(Lp + Wy).
Layer evaluates vector distances between input vector and row 8) Vein features. We perform morphological opening [25] weight vectors in weight matrix. These distances are scaled on grayscale image with falt, disk-shaped structuring element by Radial Basis Function nonlinearly. Then the Competitive of radius 1,2,3,4 and substract remained image by the margin. Layer finds the shortest distance among them, and thus finds The results look like the vein. That is why following 5 feature the training pattern closest to the input pattern based on their are called vein features. Areas of left pixels are denoted as distance. The network structure in our purposed scheme is illustrated Layer. In Competitive Layer, the vector a is firstly multiplied with layer weight matrix M, producing an output vector d. n Flg. 5 
. We adopt symbols and notations
The competitive function, denoted as C in Fig ndex of 1 in c iS the number of plant that our system can 1) Input Layer: The input vector, denoted as p, is presented classif I cn b us the index o look or temscin as the black vertical bar in Fig. 5 . Its dimension is R x 1. In name of this plant. The dimension of output vector, K, is 32 this paper, R =5. i hsppr 2) Radial Basis Layer: In Radial Basis Layer, the vector distances between input vector p and the weight vector made of each row of weight matrix W are calculated. Here, the D. Network Training vector distance is defined as the dot product between two Totally 1800 pure leaves are sampled to train this network. vectors [29] . Assume the dimension of W is Q x R. The dot Those leaves are sampled in the campus of Nanjing University product between p and the i-th row of W produces the i-th and Sun Yat-Sen arboretum, Nanking, China. Most of them are element of the distance vector lWp , whose dimension is ĉ~~~~~c ommon plants in Yangtze Delta, China. Details about the leaf Q x 1, as shown in Fig. 5 . The minus symbol, "-"p indicates numbers of different kinds of plants are given in Table I . The that it is the distance between vectors. that itshedisaneeteenvetoreason why we sample different pieces of leaves to different Then, the bias vector b is combined with Wp by an plants is the difficulty to sample leaves varies on plants. element-by-element multiplication, represented as " *" in Fig.   1 ) Radial Basis Layer Weights. W is set to the transpose 5. The result is denoted as n = W -p~-*rp.
of R x Q matrix of Q training vectors. Each row of W consists
The transfer function in PNN has built into a distance of 5 principal variables of one trainging samples. Since 1800 criterion with respect to a center. In this paper, we define it as samples are used for training, Q 1800 in this paper. radbas(n) C_2 (2) 2) Radial Basis Layer Biases: All biases in radial basis layer are all set to i ln 0.5/s resulting in radial basis functions Each element of n is substituted into Eq. 2 and produces that cross 0.5 at weighted inputs of ±s. s is called the spread corresponding element of a, the output vector of Radial Basis constant of PNN. Layer. We can represent the i-th element of a as The value of s can not be selected arbitrarily. Each neuron in radial basis layer will respond with 0.5 or more to any ai = radbas( Wi -p *bi) In this paper, the s is set to 0.03(c 1/32) according to our a weight vector close to the input vector p produces a value experience. near 1 and then its output weights in the competitive layer 3) Competitive Layer Weights. M is set to K x Q matrix of will pass their values to the competitive function which will Q target class vectors. The target class vectors are converted be discussed later. It is also possible that several elements of a from class indices corresponding to input vectors. This process are close to 1 since the input pattern is close to several training generates a sparse matrix of vectors, with one 1 in each patterns. column, as indicated by indices. For example, if the i-th features to boost the accuracy. We compared the accuracy of our algorithm with other general purpose (not only applicable to certain species) classification algorithms that only use leaf-shape information. of the second greatest value corresponds to the second top According to Table II , the accuracy of our algorithm is very matched plant. So does the index of the third greatest value. similar to other schemes. Considering our advantage respect Sometimes, maybe the correct plant is in the second or the to other automated/semi-automated general purpose schemes, third most possible plant. We are going to provide all these easy-to-implement framework and fast speed of PNN, the three possible answerstousers. Furthermore,users canchoose performance is very good.
the correct one they think so that our algorithm can learn from The source code in MATLAB can be downloaded now from it to improve its accuracy. http://flavia.sf.net.
Other features are also under consideration. Daniel Drucker from Department of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania, VI. FUTURE WORK suggested us to use Fourier Descriptors so that we can do Since the essential of the competitive function is to output some mathematical manipulations later. We are also trying to the index of the maximum value in an array, we plan to let use other features having psychology proof that is useful for our algorithm output not only the index of maximum value, human to recognize things like the leaf, such as the surface but also the indices of the second greatest value and the third qualities [30]. greatest value. It is based on this consideration that the index Our plant database is under construction. The number of plants that can be classified will be increased.
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